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GENERAL SUMMARY

This summary is divided into four parts covering the world scene; economic

developments and policies in the iSCA region during the period 1970 to 1976 to

the extent available data permit and prospects up to I98O; policies in the

field of international trade and payments; and major policy conclusions.

A, The world scene

1» The world economic situation

Real economic growth in the developed market countries members of OECD

has been erratic in the first six years of the 1970s. Following cyclical

movements in these countries, the world economy went through a short-lived boom

in 1972 and 1973 which was characterized by an unprecedented rate of growth

in the OECD countries of 6.3 per cent in 1973 and record-high prices for most

primary commodities, including petroleum, only to relapse into the deepest post

war receseion in 1974 and 1975. After increasing by only 0.3 per cent in 1974,

real GDP actually fell by 1.3 per cent in the 013CD countries in 1975-

The outlook for 1976 is much brighter. The economic recovery in the OECD

countries is now generalized. Led by the United States, real GDP in the OECD

countries grew by 7.25 per cent in the first half of 1976 at annual rates and

is projected to grow by 5.5 per cent for the whole year. The prices of inter

nationally-traded commodities have hardened much sooner than is normal for this

Etage of the recovery, perhaps because, as in 1972-1973» "the upswing in the

major countries is closely synchronized, the early lead of the United States

having now disappeared. The additional expansionary forces inherent in .such

close synchronization arc also creating some problems of demand management,

lest the recovery get out of hand.

The volume of world trade expanded by about 8 per cent annually in the

1960s. Between 1970 and 1974, the increase was 6.5 per cent a year, but in

1975, owing to the world recession, a fall of nearly 5 per- cent was recorded.

The most dynamic segment of world trade has been that of the oil-exporting

countries members of OPEC? whose .exports and imports accounted for more than

10 per cent ,of world trade in 1975 compared to juet over 5 per cent in 1970.

The years 1973 &n& 1974-saw the value of world trade increase by 38.6

per cent and 46.7 per cent respectively substantially sis a result of the high

inflation rates experienced. In 1975» "the rice in value was only 3«3 per cent,

which waE considerably below the world level of inflation in that year.

The terms of trade of the industrial countries and the non-oil-producing

developing countries worsened appreciably between 1970 and 1975 from an index

of 100 in 1970 co QQ for the earlier year and 83 for the later. Conversely,

the terms of trade of the oil-exporting countries improved by 14.6 per cent over

the five years, most of the increase occurring in the last quarter of 1973'

The dramatic shifts in the volume and value of world trade have had their

effect ultimately on the balance-of-payments positions of all groups of coun

tries. E!y any standard, the non-oil-producing developing countries have been
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hardest hit by the twin phenomena of inflation and recession. Their current

account deficit, exol'uding official transfers, worsened from '$03 11 "billion'

in 1973, to $US 25 billion in 1974 and #US 35 billion in 1975- -It is projected

to improve slightly in 1976 to $US-30--billion. .„, • ■■ -; , ^._;. ■

Deficits.of suoh unprecedented magnitude have necessitated new channels . ii-r

of financing that\ncnroil-produoing developing countries had relied upon.only,, ,

to a.iimited extent "before. . Moat prominent' of these has been borrowing ;froni, . ■..
commercial'banks on the Euro—currency market and extended use of .IMP credit , ,

faoil^ti.eQ..' Non-^oil-p^duoing developing countries .were also forced to reduce _r

their reserve assets in 1975 f°r the.first time this .decade. . ■ ,_ ■: :-.

because of the relatively high cost and shorter average maturity of mufh

of the... ,.ore.dit that has been-obtained, debtt and-debt-rservioe payments hav.e ris^n

to repord, levels. Between 1970 and 1974? the external public deb_.t.of. the no.n-.',
oil-prp;dubing developing pountries rose >y_19«5; per .cent per annum in -dpllar'i^.i.
term.s^'p'r 6;.l per cent in real terms.. In 1975r debtf service as a percentage. .-.;./■_,.
dr"e±ports;:wasjli;5 per cent for the low—income developing countries and; 17 ...;!

per cent for the middle—income developing countries.

:■■"."•. --■ ■.;■'■■ - ■'" ' ■ .. • . ' - ■ " * ■' ■ •■■' ■■ '■ *
As. for" 19.7.6, the World Bank had forecast a growth rate of. 9~).O per tent.,- ;..

in world.trade volume as restocking takes place... .".In*, the period-to I985 a; -^ ^,

slower rate of growth in trade, among developed oountrles than that reoprde^.- .{

over, the las.t ten year^ is projected, because trade . liberalization^ among sujil .■,.;. ,

touritriee ^ias virtually1; run/its course* However, the growth of developing ,--•

^ountrieo'i-trade should continue on a similar basiaas in the. reqent past* 'How

these changes will affect the balance—of—payments, position of the non-oil^ '• ..-,

producing -developing countries is difficult to assess, except that their

pOBitipn.is expected to remain serious., for the remainder of the 1970s..

2 V ' Resource flows and the problems of external debt in developing

1 Data available for 1975 show that the. MC.'countries (i.e. -those
of the OECD ?J)evelopment Assistance. Coramittee) reached the target of 1.02 pe> ,.
cent of their combined GNP for'total flows to the developing world "but the

net amount of 0I1A, (official .development assistance)\<was running at a rate.-oS^

O-^S.'per cent of GNP against■ t^e'target rate of O.J.per. cent. However,. th«-■
OBCD anticipates that the performance of the DiC oountrie.s will improve so that

0.40 per cent of their GMP'will .be/disbursed as OUA..around 19S0- rIIhis means
a rise of 7 per cent a year in.real terms. ■ ... . „
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The total net flow of resources from HkC countries to the-less developed r

countries and-multilateral agencies rose from 15,711 million United States

dollarsf-i-n-1970 to 38,832 million in 1975- Africa's receipts are estimated to
harev.risen from :3,07S million' to' around 7 billion dollars between these'"two "

dated*. \ Adding net resource flows from OPEC oountries and the 'centrally plan

ned-economies, the totals rise from 3,478 million dollars in 1970 to 10,266 ; ■■■■-:'-

mililon .in 1975- In real terms, the net flow of resources, to Africa r-O"se "by- "- -;

35 pe.r cent between 1970 and 1974 or 7.7 per cent yearly on the average and
there was a further increase in 1975.

■ r*;:::. . "- ■ ' • • . ' - • . .-

. ♦ - In recent- years there has been an increasing tendency for a larger'pro-

por-tion of concessional assistance to flow to the poorer developing countries. ■

This has "certainly been the*"base" for OBA1 as a percentage of' grants' and 'total*'r ■

loans.- Similarly the grant, element-of OI>A for countries with'per capita incomes

"below. $US'200 has also been increasing.." ■ ■ ■■ ■-■•■■■ .'. ';.

The international community has also made a series of efforts since 1J74

to reOrievei the economic hardships of inflation and recession on those aeveltp-

ing countries, which were most seriously affected. The IMF oil faoility was1 • ••*

one essentially short-term relief'measure. The United Nations finergenoy *:: ' .'■ -?.
0pera.ii.on was another,: directed towards meeting the impact of the rise in oil''v'i '
prioes as.:#ellVas general inflation and the decline in the terms of trade; The*

receiit and continuing sales- of'gold holdings by IMF are also designed to" proVi4e^

longer—Aerm-aid for developing countries. ' ' . - ■ : ; j

*• h ■..■■ ': " . ■ ' ■ „ ■. .. - .':'.;.-:..- :

Still, .-the debt burden of■ developing countries has increased substantially . " ;

in recent years because of tb.e mounting trade deficits arising from falling !
e^05tfl|«nd.deteriorating'terms of trade since 1973- -Available figures- show ;

that the external public debt of 86 developing countries, including 38 African :
•ountrios, rose by 24-4 per cent during 1974j the highest increase since 1967, |
Furthermore, borrowing has >een negotiated more and more at less favourable

terms and"comprises an" increasing proportion of private commercial loans;'-' "

The total outstanding'debt in the 38 African countries rose at an avera^«"
annual*rate of'21."9 per cent over the period I97O-I974, comprising a 29.3 per- ■

oent..annual-, increase in private 'debt and an 18.6 percent annual increase in "

bilateral ..official, and multilateral debt; There was also a decrease in the

grace period and the grant element of loan commitments from 6 to 5.8 years and

from 47 to 40 years respectively during I97O-I974. The high level of

indebtedness has substantially increased debt-service payments in recent yearn,

rising by 30.5 per cent per arjium. Amortization and interest'payments -accounted

.for 72 and 28 per cent respectively of the- total debt service payment.
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For the most seriously affected countries of Africa, foreign indebtedness rose

by 20.3 per cent annually in the four-year period 197CKL$)74. The lower rate of .

increase in' foreign external debt as compared with the whole of Africa indicates that

these countries.ac a. group were able to borrow lees than the countries outside, the

group. " Over 80. .per cent of their external debt consists of receipts obtained from

DAC Governments and other official bilateral and multilateral sources.

It seems probable' that the debt service ratio will rise from 8 -per cent in 1973 ' '

to. I3.4 per cent in 1980 and 19 per cent in 1985. .This shown that the debt problem

will worsen seriously unless counter measures are taken through debt relief by" the

international community. The trends in recent years also show that debt service

payments on external debt grow faster than total disbursements, thus eroding,

increasingly-the net transfer of resources to developing countries, especially the

poorest among them. _ . ; .....

B. Economic and. oocia_ldevelopments and policies in the ECA region during the

period 1970 to 1976.to the extent available data permit, arid prospects up to 1980

1. Demographic trendo and proGpects ., - - , ,-,

The present annual population growth rate is around 2.7 per cent and it will tend

to rise partly because of a continuous fall in infant and child mortality and partly

because of the persistence of high.fertility rates and rising living standards. On

the assumption' of a relatively high population, growth rate, the African population,

which was estimated at 402 million in 1975, will rice to 459 ^7 1980 and.have

doubled to over 800 million by the year 2000'. ; . ' . .

Changes in population structure, size and migration patterns have important .

socio-economic implications. The burrent crude birth.rate for Africa, which was

about 47 per 1000 in 1975, 1e expected to decline to 38 per 1000 in the year 2000

and life expectancy-at birth, Which is 46 years at present, is expected to increase

to about 60 years. The latter factor, together with a fall in infant and child

mortality, will contibute, to increasing the dependency ratio. A larger proportion

of the increased population will live in urban centres, rising from 27-1 'per cent ,;"

in I98O to 37.7 per-cent of the total population in 2000. . -■'•■. '

The labour force will increase along with the demographic expansion by an .' •

average annual, rate of 2.A per, cent. Many African countries are likely to enccunter'?

mounting difficulties in creating additional employment for' the' increased labour. '■ ■=!--'■.

force and there will.be greater pressure on establishing social services and community1-

facilities. . , ■ . • . i.-. v. ■., ..

' * ■■...-. ■ ■ ■ •

Not all. African countries have had recourse to population planning despite: the: '■■■:

spectre of greater.:unemployment and social tension. There is'no doubt that the ' .'•■■■

population pojLicy a,country adopts should suit its socio-economic objectives. .Such .

planning should focus particularly on:reducing the high levels of fertility andl ■

infant mortality and to increase life expectancy.

2» Trends in gross domestic product

The International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development

Decade set a target rate of growth of real GDP of at least 6 per cent per annum over
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the Decade. So far in the 1970s, developing African countries have fallen ■ '

considerably short of this target. Recorded real growth was only 5*1 per cent'■ ■ -:;"'■■' '

"between 1970 .and 1974 and 2 per cent in 1975 or an average of only 4»5 per cent

or about ,1,8 per. cent on a per capita basis over the first five'yearn; of the 1970c,
Performance was.particularly low in the non-oil-producing countries of the region •■

which grew'at on}jr. 4.1 per'cont between 1970 and 1974,'" 1.6 per cent in 1975, and : :
3.6 per cent overall. Ohly'ttie four major oil exporter's;'which grew at 6,6 per cent

per year between 1970 and 1975, afid'^the' North African subregion (containing two oil

exporters), which grew at 6.1 per cent, managed io achieve the target. '

The widespread shortfall in.the growth of GDP, except for countries in

particularly favourable circumstances,- is- the.major aspect of the- third biennial

review "arid: appraisal of social and economic performance -in the ECA region. The ■" ;-

conclusion ia essentially the same from whatever angle the performance of

developing Africa is approached. In this review, 1thc.'KCA..jjc.cr.e.t.ariai{has'"l0X.amined^

performance and prospects to..l980 from three different directions: first, the.

macro-re conomi c picture; secondly, performance and prospects in the major economic

and social sectors; and thirdly,' the external sector. The.resuits obtained are

broadly consistent with one.another. Furthermore, an attempt was made to show

why the shortfall occurred and what policies could be pursued to improve performance

in the future. . :-..■.■

The prospects for the rest of the Decade are no brighter than the performance

during the first five or six years. . Agricultt'rai production, which contributes
about 28 per cent to GDP, is projected" to. grow at about 2.5 per cent to 1980 and

industrial production, which contributes about 32 per cent to GpP, by 7»3 per cent.

Together, these two sectors.will contribute about 3 percentage points to overall

real growth per annum.: Assuming'that' the remaining .components' of GDP grow at the . ..

same rate an the, commodity producing sectors, real growth can be,projected to

increase by about 5 per cent a year.to I98O, or 2.3, p6r cent on a per "capita basis,.

An analysis from the point of view of ,the foreign trade sector produces

a slightly higher rate of .growth of- 5- 3 per cent.for all-developing Africa for

the remainder of the decade; 7-5 per..cent- for the four major oil exporters (or"
about 5 per cent per capita) and A./) per cent for the non-oil-producing countries

(or about 1.7 per cent per cajpita). These projections have been derived from :

a comparison of those for the externa.l sector by UNCTAD and the. Department of

Economic and Social Affairs in New York. They are contingent on a growth rate

of 5*5 P337 cent in the developed market countries of OECD, a 5*8 per cent rate

of growth of export volumes for developing Africa' as a group, -a.6.5 per. cent .

rate of growth bf: import volumes, no significant changes.in -the terms of trade ■■>;■■.

and continued net flows of resources from1developed countries on the accelerated •

scale that has been witnessed in 1974 and 1975* The balance of payments is expected

to deteriorate markedly at least to I98O because the rate, of...growth of^ import,

volumes is decidely higher than that of export volumes.
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The "budgetary position of most African Governments wan hit just as hard as

the "balance of payments during the recession of 1974 arid'-1975/ '-'Ye-tV-"because- of
the large inflow of resources, gross investment and gross national savings (i.c*
both domestic and foreign) have not" been disrupted'as much as might have been

expected. An analysis from this/direction - using-available data on average

and marginal rates of domestic savings-; the-capital-output ratio and trends in ■

net capital inflows - also suggest^that derate of growth of approximately 5 -■

per cent to I98O is feasible. ■ ..'■•■■■• ■

3. Domentic savings and invoctment ■ ■ ■ . . ■

The International .Development Strategy set a target rate of .increase in-the.

gross dctiiestic savings ratio of 0.5 percentage points, per year. Trends.are very ..

difficult..-to establish in ..developing Africa because the gross domestic^savings ratio,

fluctuates considerably in accordance ..with export revenues.. Yet data from the . ..<

Vforld Bank and ECA both seem to agree thai the savings target was surpassed

between. I97O.. and 197/). However, gross domestic sayings almost ..ce.r.tainly, fell- ■

in 1975- (although no data are yet,available) as they did during, the. recession .in

■1971- "..■'■ ■■'"?.,. ■ "■: ■■ -.■■■ ' - ■" ■.. '

'Despite these fluctuations, there appears to have- been a significant upward

shift in gross national savings in Africa from an average of about 15--per cent

in the. 1960s to perhaps 19 per cent in the early 1970s partly because of a

larger inflow of foreign savings. However; some qualification- is--neCe'es'ary.

It seems that most of the increase in dome otic savings- has been concentrated

in"the four oil-exporting countries of Africa. The share'of domestic savings

in GDP in the non-oil-producing African countries seems to have fallen significantly.

Grose investment has remained fairly steady at .just over 20 per cent of

GDP in African countries during 1970-1974, with perhaps a very slight upward'
trend. Thin is partly due to the large expansion in oil-exporting countries,

In many non-oil-exporting developing countries gross investment in real terms

seem to have declined. But the incremental capital-output ratio'has;increased

from about 3.5 in the 1960s to 4 in-the early 1976s. /This increase, v^iich seems
to be confined, to Africa among the developing r,esions of the world,, implioe

that fixed.capital formation has been less-productive. -To maintain historical:

growth..rateaj it will be.imperative for non-oil-exporting.African countries

- to'U-mp'fdve* ■ -their', substan.tia.iiy domestic savings efforts, .-Thoro should also
be vigorous efforts for reducing the capital-output ratio by.means of increased

efficiency in resource allocation and use.
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4- Agriculture

During-.-the first five-years of the:-.197Os, agricultural output in developing..

Africa, ^calculated at constant factor .cost, grew, at an average annual-rate' of

2.5 per cent,' according to 2CA. secretariat estimates, and 1 per cent..according -to .

the FAO production:-index. This difference arises partly from the. different," . ' ..

methodologies,used .to prepare the agricultural statistics. . ..The.ECA. secretariat. '.

estimates were-obtained "by using single general price and not sectoral deflators.

Other differences are found in data classification and coverage and in sources of

data*

Vfhile the 3CA estimates refer to value addedi .t-he-'FAO;.ihde.x refers, to

gross output, including the output of crops, vegetables, rubber, meats and so on,

but excluding the'" output of hides and skins, ■ fisheries, 'hunting and 'forestry
products.' FUrtne.rjnore the £CA secretariat: makes use of official or semi

official., ria'tionai" data'to' prepare the agricultural'estimates whenever possible.- ■

The country data often differ substantially from those' of FaO. ■■ ■- " ■'• ■■

The' growth 'rate for agriculture during the'period 1970 to 1975 is lower ■

than the rate of growth' of population and the target growth rate for agriculture -

of 4 per cent a year set in the Strategy for the Second United Nations

Development Decade. Sven with a real improvement in agricultural production in

the second half of this Decade, it seems increasingly evident that this target

growth rate, will not be achieved for the Decade as a whole.

Agricultural production index-numbers per head for developing. Africa .show,

that by 1975 the figure .was down to--93 oompared with 10.3 in 197° and. an average ,

of 100 in the years I9.6I/1965. The world experienced '.'..figures, .of 106 in,1975
and'; 1970 compared.with 100 in the- period-I96I-I965. .-.. .'.. ,. ",. ' . .-

Food production in 1973 made up 88 per cent of total agricultural output

but, in spite of its importance, the food production sector has been grossly

neglected in. past development policies and the output of food has failed to ••■ ': :

keep place with, population growth and the increase in per capita income.1 \ ' '

Cereal production' in developing Africa rose from 45> 575*000 'tons —'in

1970 to 49j316,000 tons in 1975- There had'been a particular fall in 1973 to - ■ -

43»959?0O0 tons "because of extensive drought conditions.;; Root-and tuber . ■.; ; ■ ,

production grew at a" faster rate than cereals andp'total'Output wars 79 >246,-000

tons in 1975.compared with 68,398,000 ■ tons in -1970; 'Cereal prices'have generally

fallen .since-the-sharp'price rises in -1973/1974-■"An (reception in the .first .half of

1976 was wheat, which was 29 per cent'higher, than-in 1975 because-of poor crops..

in certain areas in 1975* ". • "■ ■ -f ••-■■* '. • ■.... . ■ ..

l/ Throughout'this section, the word "ton" refers to metric tons.
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Am-r^j r+Ker'food cj-ops, cut-put of raw centrifugal su&-ar rooo. from.

3,150,000 tons in 1970 to 3,727,000 tons in 1974 and 3,910,000 tens in 1975- :_ .
The import and export trade of the region was approximately balanced in 1974
in volume termsj but imports were valued at tfJS"138'million more than exports.

Groundnut production rose from 4*7 million tons' in 1970 to 4.87 million -tons.in.
1975, having been reduced substantially in 1972'and 1973' owing to drought.. --

""" Like cereal prices, sugar prices have also fallen quite substantially in
1976, with "better production and -lower consumption resulting from the high price

rises in 1974/1975- .' , - • ■ ■ . V ";

Protein livestock products included 3-3 million tons of meat in 1975,

6.3 million-tons of milk and 0.5.-million tons of eg<-s , i^ese figures were

slightly lower than the 1970 total. Pulses ,are a source of vegetable protein
and here output had grown to 4-7 million tons in 1975 compared with 4.4 million

tons'in"'l?'70; Fish production .was "3-4 million tons in_1974/1975? being, about
the same level as five years earlier «.• ...

Coffee production fluctuates around .1.3 million tons but in ±913. i* was:"

down to.1,137,000 tons largely because of the fall in Angola's output owing to'

the civil wari ■'Output of cocoa beans has averaged just over 1 million tons a

year" so- far this Decade; production in 1975. was- near the average, at 1,008,000
tons, 'Coffee and cocoa prices were both at record levels in 1976,.coffee
because of the severe' frost in Brazil in July 1975 and. cocoa'because of a

smaller crop. '■ ■ .....

The new International Cocoa -Agreement, due to come into effect in ■■

October'1976, is based-.on a:. wider -price range..than that provided for in the '•■

1972 "agreement. The .price, range is 39 to 55 cents'a pound."but was not operative

in 1976 because world prices were substantially above the ceiling' price.

Tea production continues'to-increase, and in 1975 had reached 151-,000 tons;

tobacco also "shows an upward trend with;£21,000 tons in 1975 compared with'

165,000' tons in.1970;- similarly rubber showed 253,000 tons in 197$ as against

2O3,OOO:tbhe in 1970. Textile--, fibre1 production has been falling so" far this ■
Decade wi^h 1,494,000 tons.in .1975.and 1.751>OOO tons in 1970. * ■"■ " ' r

African production of industrial roundvcod r«aohe-t .a peak of 34.7 million-

-cubic metres in 1973" butv fell.:in 1974 with reduced world demand and exports were

reduced by 20 per cent from 8.6. to::6.;8. million cubic metres.. However, prices

were substantially higher in 1-974 at "$US 87. pe.r cubic metre for'saw logs and . .
veneer logs':compare& -with- ^US." 61 in,:-.19 73. Production of. wood-based, panels

continues'^-^o--in"c-rease. a't a fairly -rapid rate -with the five major producers , ■

manufaoTturing-a* Ytotal of 476,000 cubic metres in 1974- African exports of

fores't "products- were., valued, at-dUS' 827-million in 19V74 while imports cost . ;

d: 665 ;raill'ion. .'■".■*.:.•. • . : _ - .;; -. •* ■ ■ "



Developing Africa is still a substantial importer o.f agricultural
products and, between'1968- and 1973, the value rose from,1,260 million
United States dollars to 2,478-million in,the 29 African countries for-winch
data are available. There was a particularly large increase in .1974 because of
high prices -and a rise in volume. Total African imports of agricultural

commodities rose by 63 per cent.

The receipts from agricultural exports are substantially higher than what

is paid for impc .ts and the total for ?l: countries reached 5,051 million ,

United States dollars in 1973 with a further increase of 30 per cent in 1974-

if

What is significant is that imports are made up largely of cereals,

sugar and livestock products while exports consist mainly of.coffee, cocoa,

cotton, tea, sugar, oil crops and fruit. ...

1 ' The deficit commodities in.Africa are-usually produced by the peasant

farming community, mostly in savannah or semi-arid areas while the surplus

commodities are often produced on small- and. large plantations or by peasant

farmers in both semi-arid and-humid--areas.

Africa's agricultural/potential may be-measured from the fact ;that only

about one tenth of the..potential cultivable area is actually utilized.. There
are, of course, a number of countries where there are small areas of agricultural

land per person and most African countries have between 1-5 and 5 hectares per

head, while in 10 countries the average is less than 1 hectare, where,

agricultural land suems abundant, large tracts .of land may be located in areas

where cultivation is impossible because of lack of water or the; presence of

endemic diseases such as onchocerciasis and trypanosomiasis. The eradication .

of! the tse-tse fly alone could add 700 million hectares of cultivable land.

In view of the potential, although the causes of the poor result in the

African"'region are many, one inescapable conclusion is that agricultural
policies have been essentially inadequate. With-such a high'land-labour-ratio,

it is unnecessary that Africa should also be the region where the highest

percentage of its population has an insufficient protein supply* According to

PAO, the proportion of people suffering from malnutrition in Africa is as high

as 25 per cent.

At the World, Food Conference at Rome in 1974) it was agreed that the main

cause of undernutrition and malnutrition was poverty and that :the main remedy

for poverty was economic and social development, It brought out the; need to .

link the expansion of food production to rural transformation and to .the

development of other economic sectors. Thus the food problem in Africa amounts to

a. development problem with special emphasis on food. Hie objective, of

agricultural planners should be to .dreate a pattern of effective demand matched

by a pattern of effective supply in which socio-economic goals suoh as people

being adequately fed are also achieved.
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"" Pooy.-conceptualization . of. the- basic problem and., weajc administrative _

capacity,ar^,only the first .bi1 many obstacles to agricultural .development in -. ■ .

Africa. Others include inadequate socio-economic -s-truptures. such as.land-

tenure, insufficient.investment in infrastructure,.-poor institutional arrangements

such'as extension, credit, and marketing, paucity cf trained manpower, absence of

family welfare.services, poor pricing policies as an incentive increased output

and unfavourable trade relations between urban and rural areas. ... ■ ;

There is evidence that these obstacles are being tackled with varying ., .-

degrees of priority.in many countries of'the region* Most African Governments- ■■

now providing larger amounts and more appropriate pricing policies in their .-;

plans for the development of agriculture. However, African agriculture in the ..

1980s is likely to develop against a background of a critical food situatipn.in. .--.

many of the poorest and/or most densely populated countries.

litigation and the application of fertilizers are two ways of intensifying -

production in these countries. At present 6.5.million hectares of land in .. . -,
developing; Africa is under irrigation, but there are s.ti.11 large amounts of . .

uniTtiirzed1 irrigation water in the savannah belt and In ..Eas.tern.Africa. The .
consumption" "bf fertilizers has been increasing at-just .under 10.per cent a year,
or twfde' ttie" world "rate of increase*. Most of this .has. been concentrated, in

North and East Africa. . . .

Donor agencies as well as African Governments are also allocating relatively

larger "amounts to agriculture and rural .development'.'' Commitments to this sector .

increaVed Troin tfUS'38o million in 1973 to $U3 648 million in, '1974 .and over. _ , ..' \
<>US 800 million in 1975 i" Africa excluding Egypt, the Libyan Arab Republic,
Somalia and the. Sudan. For the first time in 1975A976* World Bank commitments
to agricultural development' were larger "than those in any1 other sector. There, is.

iiw&'eia'B'ing recognition 'that1agriculture, which provides'a livelihood for about...

80 per ■c'enf of the population' of Africa, has 'acted* as a. severe constraint" on the....
total development of the continent. There is a need' to design agricultural, and' ';

industrial development policies in conjunction with each other so that each is ' [ '

subject to demand pressures from the other and so that each receives an equitable'1 :

return from land, labour and capital.

Given, the new awareness and impetus for increased, investment in the -*.: ■

agricultural sector, its potential role in many African economies seems to. be-.an,-,-.

important one. However, it is not possible at this stage to contemplate an

increase in the contribution of agriculture to.GDP of. more,; than 2.5. per cent.a

year up'to I98O.. This.rate of increase, is the trend line.obtained during the "

years 1960-1975* If. Governments and the international.community continue to
show their present, more positive attitude towards.agricultural development.in' .

the 1980s, African developing countries may attain a 2.5 to 3 per cent annual
growth rate.
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5. Manufacturing

. ■ In 1975? the m^u^atttux-xng output of developing African countries reprjas

only 11.8 per cent of-'-regiQhal-GIiP,- Tor the'.-industrial sector as a whcOe- the
share in. GJ3P is ■a;bout--32 p-er cent. In 20 out of :/r7 ooiuitries the proportion

of manufacturing 6utput-:was less than 10 per cent. It was between 10 and 20

per-'cent ih-25 countries- and between" 20 -arid 30'per cent in only -two -countries. ■■

^■During the period 197O-^1975? the sector expanded'by an annual rate'of
growth of 7.3 per cerit-in real-'"terms;" Much of the growth, took place iri-tho ' •

oil-exporting countries which, as a group- achieved a total rate of growth of

manufacturing of ■'14.1 per centJ In the non—oil-producing countries the rate

of expansion-was otfly 5,1 per cent. The deceleration in the growth rates; "of " ■/

GBP as a-whole, agriculture and manufacturing, obnerved1 from' the middle';of the
1960s has-thus continued into the 1970s in the non-oil-producing African
countries. ' - ' ■ ' ■ ' . .

The industrial sector has had to face a number of constraining factor*

in the. reoerit period*1 ■ The combination of world recession and inflation, for

instanoe,'-has since 1973" limited Africa's capacity to import industrial inputs

and raw materials. This, coupled with drought-induced shortages in the. a.grioul~

ture sector,- congested infrantruetural facilities, substantial increases in

import prices and oost of production together with the fall in demand beoauso

wage and salary increases have failed to keep pace with consumer prices,;has " .
led to widespread u_ndea*utilization of industrial capacity,

■-■■ -The indigenization measures adopted by a number of countries during th©

past-few years have also constrained industrial expansion "by causing temporary '
but widespread uncertainty and cost'adjustments. .' ' . " •

■Those countries which havB ventured into export-oriented indus-trial
de'V©l)Dpiiient strategies have.^&. to face the continued reluctance of some devalpp-
od countries to facilitate, the■access of' developing'oountriesf manufaoturpd
goods to their markets..;''' The. .groundwork for industrial-development through . .-■' .-
trade'and do-operaiio'n among, developing, countries is at present only in thr*
process, of being elaborated. . . ' '. : ' ' '"

The trend in some oil-exporting countries towards trade and exchange

liberalization has had some effect in roduoing the high rates of expansion

whioh some consumer goods industries enjoyed behind high rates of effective
protection. : - ■ :■■ ... :, ■ ■.

On the other. hand? because'of balanc«-of-payments constraints, a number

of countries have Lad to.restrict-imports by both quantitative-and cost controls.
This has had the effect1 of increasing the'already high degree.of effective '

protection which perpetuates import-substitution'polioies and discourages' ■
export promotion* •- . " - ... .:. : . ■. . ■ -

The attainment of the Lima targets is contingent not only upon an- increase

in manufacturing output that is much more rapid'than that of GUP but also on
radical changes in the structure of manufacturing output, throughout the con

tinent, coupled with a large expansion in agricultural production and other

sectors of the economy which supply manufacturing with the required inputs and
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markets. The industrisc which-have -evolv&d during "the- past two decades have

"been partly agrp-rbased and partly, if not mainly, of the import—substitution

variety.. The pattern and distribution of effective demand,,,"the' poverty o'f'"'.'

national transport and communications systems, the large and growing absorption

of resouroes "by the oapital intensive industries, and the unbalanced internal

specialization of produption for exports brought about a concentration; on small—

soale consumer goods produced for national urban markets thair were not"only

small, but highly fragmented. ..Encouraged by.fiscal and o^her concessions and

protected by tariffs, these did not act as a dynamic resource base for

development», ■ .

. .,. The .T.I ma Declaration recognized that industrialization could not be

sustained by means ,of a strategy of import—substitution alone. The hetero-r

geneous.oharacter.of such industries, their interminable need for subsidies.

in one-form or another, the considerable dependence of many of them on imported'

factor inputs and their failure either to mitigate unemployment or to act as'

an.engine of development .are no longer questioned.

... In-the light of these difficulties. Ifrioan countries are urged to create

large-scale low—cost industries through African multinational industrial

development policies and-programmes. They are also, urged to pursue measures,

designed to-attract and make optimal use of foreign investment. As suoh,

accelerated industrialisation in-Africa depends on the-; development and extent

of intra—African po—operation, which is a basic instrument for the promotion •

and development, of self-reliance. Efforts r.oed to be intensified to foster

collective action to resolve common problems. Multinational projects and the

opening of markets among neighbouring countries would be some of the fruits

of. suoh op—operation. . ■ .

.■Since its adoption^ the International Development Strategy has been .

supplemented by the Lina Declaration and Programme, of Action adopted at the

Second General* Conference of ITNIDO. According to this Declaration, African

industrial production is to account for 2 per cent of world industrial pro

duction by the year 2000 as against approximately 0.56 per cent in 1915* This

implies-.an- annual growth rate for the .manufacturing sector in Africa of betw-een; ..■

11.3 and- 12.4 per cent, depending on assumptions concerning the grcfcrth of

manufacturing ou~put in: the developed countries. ; .

.u ■• ■ . . ■ . ■ ■

. On the basis of a strict extrapolation of historical trends, under the

influences of the various constraints listed above, the Lima targets would appear

to be .ambitious and to require substantial structural changes in policies an*

institutions. Among other things, estimates of manufacturing output with respect

to per capita GIF made by the UNCTAD secretariat indicate that the rates of

growth of GDP required to achieve the Lima targets — about 8.-8 per cent per '.

annum.-t— would be unprecedented in the light of past, experience.

The aohievejient of these rates of growth of GDP would require a massive

expansion in fixed capital formation over present levels and greatly increased

capital and aid inflows. Observable trends in the economic structure of Afri-can

countries do not bode well for a lowering of the prevailing high oapital^-output

ratios which might reduce these enormous capital requirements.. Furthermore,

during the 1960s and early 1970s the rate of growth of output of both
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intermediate'and capital guods was significantly

durables'; ' A continuation of' this ' tr^end can result only in higher capital ''".;.'

intensity "and lower employment—output' ratios. . -

*v**"'<5i"' The social'aeotor ' ;

The' progress made towards achieving the International Development. Stra'tegy.

targets for the social sector varies greatly among countries. There have'been ..

some,achievements in many African countries, particularly in'education, mother

and child oare and nutrition. However, the provision of sooial services ■

remains generally piecemeal, inadequate and concentrated largely in urban areas.

,In more recent years, high price rises have had a pervasive influence, on Booial

development' resulting in increased mass poverty and the cancellation or delay-

in the'implementation of important social projects. The 75-90 per cent of the

population living in the rural areas are still .widoly susceptible to muoh " . -

illiteracy, malnutrition^ disease, high infant mortality arid low life expectanoy.

' With regard to' eduoation, there has "been a rapid expansion "both in terms

of students and in terms of formal and literacy courses. The enrolment of ; -

pupils for primary eduoation is already universal or nearly universal in several

African"countries including the Libyan Arab Republic, Tunisia, the United

Republic of Cameroon;, the Congo', Gabon, Lesotho and Mauritius. However, there "

still' remains"the problem of restructuring the educational system in favour

of vocational' education and teohnical training with- a view to matching education

to employment'opportunities.

HeaHh standards in Africa are still relatively low in spite of the marked

improvement of recent years. Greater efforts are being made to control com

municable diseases, to eradicate disease vectors and to raise nutritional levels.

These efforts are, however, seriously limited by shortages of materials, equip

ment and'personnel. Greater emphasis is needed .on preventive medicine and low-

cost medibal care. ' ' • . , ■

: -Hou'sing conditions' seem to be deteriorating rapidly in much of Africa.

For 'the whole of Africa, the" rate of increase in housing is approrimately 3

units per 1000 people annually,, while the needs are estimated at- 10 to 13 units-"

per 1000. The rising oosts of building materials, the rapid population growth

and the" general poverty of African people are all contributing factors-to this

state of stagnation. Apart from giving Government aid for dwellers to "build

their own houses and undertaking' research ori low—cost building materials and

ieohhiques, counter measures should also be taken to oontrol further rural-

urban migration: •

Unemployment and underemployment are likely to remain relatively high for '

the rest of, the Decade-in much of Africa. By I98O, only some 18.1 million*of

the estimated increase of 32.9 million people in the labour force of developing

Africa are likely to find additional remunerative employment unless more ef

fective' employment—oriented policies are implemented. .' . . ■

; •'■ "The creation of • employment opportunities would assist substantially in t .

improving the'"distribution of income in'favour of the1, low-income groups ind'!

alleviating ^he""burden of mass'poverty. Inequalities in income distribution
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"by and large'appear not to have Veen ameliorated. Available evidence indicates

that'in many African countries-the poorest 40 per cent of the population receive -

about 9 to 17 per cent of--Hhe ^national income, while the richest 20 per cent . ■

absorb' between 50 to 70 per--cent of the national income. 'Still more significant, -

the richest 5 per cent of-cbhe population have between 17 to 34 per cent of the

income. The implication of these estimates is serious interms of social

justice." With per capita income being as low as it is in many African countries

and with the'richest 20 per cent of the population have between 50 "to 70 per

cent of the totaj. national income, it would seem that about 80 per cent .of the

total-population must be livings around or below the poverty line. Efforts to

reduce income disparity are made through taxation and other fiscal measures.

In many cases3 the reform of land tenure system has favoured greater income

equality. , . . 1 . I

Part of the efforts made for improving social conditions in African

countries .has been negated by rising costs of imports, deteriorating terms of

trade, and^poor-.harvests. Food deficits were particularly felt in drought-

affected areas, although the situation improved considerably in the Sahel in

1975- Better living standards, are unlikely to "be attained unless agricultural

production, is stepped up to.raise nutrition levels. . ■ . .

It is essential- in regard to social development to lay greater emphasis

upon capacitation'^studies and situation analyses in1 order to identifying bottle

necks and appropriate policies before physical investments are made. This1

approach is necessary to ensure that both the lagging sectors and the lagging ■ :■

population segments are given due consideration in social programmes. It is

not enough for instance to build more schools without adequate diagnosis before— i

hand to. determine the spheres where action is most needed. In many cases,

better teaching methods and practical school curricula may be wanting and these

factors have inhibited the literacy effort through a high drop-out rate.

Similarly^'there may beas much justification'.to improve the provision

of social and community services, including hospitals, as to introduce new ones. '

The. focus should be directed towards ensuring a greater balance in development

within'a sector as well as among sectors so as to achieve, a wider participation

of the,.population in the benefits of economic and social development.

7. Fiscal and monetary developments and policies

The trends of 1970-1975 indicate that tho budgetary situation has

deteriorated in many African developing countries.: This deterioration has1 .

occurred, partly as a result of exogenous;.factors-such, as the world-wide

recession,, inflation, ■ unfavourable developments in the terras of trade, rising,

costs of. imports,-and persistent pressures on wages:and salaries to keep up- . ■-

with the general inflation, and partly from endogenous factors such..as. the ■ weak■ ■■

system of control over budgetary execution and the adopted fiscal practice in ■

many African countries of budgeting recurrent expenditure before additional

sources of revenue are determined*
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A comparison .between the growth rates, in current revenue--and-current..

expenditure reveals, that, in.a majority of countries for which statistical data

are available, the annual growth rate in current expenditure exceeds that in .

current- revenue. The situation looks even more critical if the growth rate in.

current revenue is compared with the growth rate" of total expenditure, comprising

both current and capital. Because current fiscal receipts have often fallen -. ."

short, of;expenditures, there has.been a-sharp rise in deficit-financing, . .

especially.in the poorest and the countries most seriously affected by recent

adverse world economic events. Borrowing from the,-banking system has become

excessive.and it has been the main factor accounting for the phenomenal accelera

tion in1 monetary expansion in the past years. .- . . ; • -. ■. '■:'■.

The rapid increase in money supply has had a serious impact on price "levels.

Since 1973, the rate of inflation has accelerated substantially, running by : -' ■■:■■

over 30 per cent in Ghana,. Nigeria and Rwanda in 1975v In mpst other African

developing" countries the'.annual rate of increase in prices ranged between 10

and 30 percent^ r0nly'in Morocco, Tunisia, the Libyan Arab-Republic, 'E&yptj

Mauritania, the Niger," Zambia, Madagascar, Ethiopia and Mozambique has the con—'■

sumer price index risen by less' than 10 per'cent. Unprecedented rates of ■

inflation'have reduced' the competitiveness of African manufactured exports' and.'

thwarted the efforts to raise living standards and welfarej particularly"of

the low-income groups. , ' \

■v.The pervasive-effect- of international economic conditions on public finance

in Africa, can not be overstressed. They.'..not only^ affect Government .revenue r .

directly \through reduced revenue from levies on exports, and essential imports*

but also buildup indirect pressures on the expenditure side (both current and. ".
capital) such as increased wage demands ;to keep up with inflation, increased

cost of development projects and subsidies on staple consumption goods. . This ...

led" to.sharp increases in the Treasury cash-deficits. The excessive deficit

financing and the rapid expansion in bank credit to the private sector . ■

experienced particularly by the non-oil-producing African countries in 1974*

1975 and^ 1976,-have led to a substantial increase in money, supply fcocezrtuating

ths-rise.-in .prices., • . ■ . . ^,. •"■■. . .

Tax receipts remain the major source of revenue in Africa. In 1975> direct

and'indirect taxes together acoounted for more" than; half of total receipts

except in Algeria', '■ the' "Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi-,' Morocco, and Zambia*- However,

in many African countries, particularly where no significant tax reform has

been introduced since independence, tax revenue-generally- increased, less

rapidly than GDP at current market prices,.,

Recurrent :expenditures;. continue to .dwarf capital expenditures in most ...

countries although capital expenditures grew faster than recurrent expenditures. .

in all but: a, few.cases during 1970 .to 1975- ■ This increase, in capita?, expendi-. ^

tures are particularly remarkable in Benin, the Congo, Gabon, the^ .Libyan Arab. .

Republic,-Nigeria" and Senegal.. . ■ ..■ _ ■/ - .■ . . ' ■■. ,
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The pressure on budgetary .resources is likely'to continue in the coming

years, especially since Governments are coming under increasing pressure to-

improve social-/conditions. ■; ^ith'po^ulation increases of between 2.5 to 3 per
cent yearly'^r.expenditures on'pubiicrrservices ■ like education and;health.have

to inorease oy similar percentages in real terms just to maintain existing
levels of servioes. B^we^Rr;. as manifested in national development plana,

there is strong pressure in most African countries to improve■social services.

Assuming^he improvement of such services is limited to an increase; of■ only

2 per" cent of current expenditure in real.'terms and further assuming.prices- .

to rise'"by about 10 per cent yearly, the'inorease in current expenditure on

social <eervic.es will amount to.about 15 per oent.yearly at current prices.

This, expansion in current expenditure must be accompanied by increased revenue

not only to, .meet such current expenditure but also to expand public savings .;<

to finanoe. part of the .development expenditure without.excessive resort. i?o ■

deficit financing. . ' . . .'

' "..Publip sector savings are necessary to spearhead the country's' development
eff,«r.ts..- Still,' in the absence"of. international schemes to stablize-the export

revenues of...developing countries, .the uncertainties in GovernmentsJ fiscal and

monetary policies will continue. "As stated above., sharp' deteriorations in tie

terms of trade along with alow growth in exports have had the effect of eroding

the• .country' s capacity to; import as j*ell as reducing public revenue and

saving's. ' _ .-<"■■■ • ""'. '.■' '.'.' ..."
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8. External trade and balance of payments

- . ; Developing African countries have not escaped, the ups. and downs which

have characterized the world economy in the 1970s. Exports from developing■

Africa, after rising from tfUS 12,59 billion in 1970 to iUS 39 billion in 1974*
fell-, to .tfUS 33.96 billion in 1975- ..Vejry W^ative estimates for 1976'
suggest that the total this year may. be "Si.ightly higher than in 1974.

, - < ;The growth rate ■ in.- the value of cruda- ■petroleum .exports has been vexy

much idgher than.that of the other major commodities from the region.

Excluding petroleum, exports of the 19 most important commodities were valued

at SUS:-6-billion in 1970, <£US 11.04. billion in 1974. and ^US 9.1'billion in 1975*

" '.Growth in -the volume of exports, from developing Africa did.not exceed

3.4'per-cent per,annum between-1970 and .1974, or 2.9.■ uer cent for the non-

oil producing countries in Africa and 4.2- per cent for .the four major oil

exporters. In 1975, volume fell by over 6 per cent. Thus, the performance

has been far short of the target for the Second Development Decade of

■slightly more than .7 per cent. The poor growth record in the first five years

of the seventies may have ^een partly.due to special factors, including the

Sahel -zone, drought but it. is; also due to certain, other factors, such as. the

political si-tua/fcion-is. southern Africa, which have ..disrupted economic

.developments in individual countries. . . -. ■ .. . .

The index for wholesale prices of the major export items from developing
Africa rose to 401 in 1974 (1970= 100) including petroleum and to 2H
excluding petroleum. Lt fell to 376 and 172 respectively in 1975, -but

recovered to 406 and 188 in the first half of 197,6 along with the general
hardening in commodity prices that has been observed this year. The second
half of 1976'appears to have been still better for commodities so some

further increase's' in prices have probably occurred.

Between 1970 and 1975, imports to developing Africa rose from iJUS ll»08
billion to yUS 39-38 billion. There were particularly large increases in th©
years 1974 and 1975- For the four major oil exporters, the increase was

much more rapid from 4iUS 2.95 billion in 1970 to 3US 17-31 billion in 1975.
For the non-oil produoing countries, imports rose from ^US 8.13 billion to
■iUS 22,07 billion iu the two years,

Much of the increase was accounted for by inflation. Overall, the

volume of imports increased by 5.7 per cent a year between 1970 and 1974*
which was made up of an increase of 10.5 per cent annually in the oil-exporting
countries and 3.7 per cent in the non-oil producing countries. Thus Africa
as a whole, and especially the non-oil-producing countries, failed to achieve

the target of slightly less than 7 per cent for the Second Development Decade,
Equally unpromising, the growth rate of import volumes exceeded that of export

volumes by about 2.3 per cent annually.
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As a result, the current, account ."balance-- of. all developing countries in. .

Africa, exluding official transfers, ^as.in deficit of #US 1+.?. ."billion in
1970, in surplus of "3US 3-52''billion 'in 1974, and in deficit of *HJS 9.14
billion in 1975, For the.-non-toU-^pxoSw-J&g-- developing countries in Africa.,
the result was a deficit of }US 1.39 billion, 3US 4.02 billion, and 3US 7.53

billion respectively in the-.three yoars.

The priiaarv concluslbri^-that can be' drawn is-that the trade performance of,-

■ the group of no!i; -:.]:-producdrig deva? opin^ countries outside North Africa, has

been particularly disappointing so far'this Decade. 'Between'1973 and 1975
import volumes fell to or: below the levels recorded for 1970. However, growth
in the volume of both exports and imports seems likely^to have been restored -.

in 1976. ':. , ■ ' ' ;: ' . ■ ' . .''..

For the region as a whole, import" volumes should continue to grow probably;

near the average rate of just under 6. per cent a year achieved in the four
-years to 1974. The very large increase of 24-7 per cent recorded in 1975 can
be explained; by "the extensive purchases, made by the oil-exporting countries. ■

■-The-'volume of manufactured exports'from developing Africa increased only ■
marginally as'between the' three years 1970-1972'and the three years 1973-1975-
Manufactured.products made up 12.3 per pent of all exports in 1974'and 10.9 .
per cfeht.in' 1975. , Underlying this unsatisfactory performance are the sharp -
increase' in :tb.o domestic" cost of production and the shortage of imported and >■
domestic.inputs to which reference was made in section 7 on manufacturing. ■ .

■ ...Ihe balance of: payments of .the three major oil-exporting countries sh©vs
that the-balance of goods and services rose, from a'figure of -9-million. United
States-dollars.' in 3J?70'to one of +7, 230.' million in 1974 but fell to a deficit
of 1,761 nillion dollars in.< 19.75. The /large surplus in 1974 was used mainly -
to increase, the-external're.serves of.the countries concerned but in 1975 there

.were some, withdrawals from, these reserves and they were reduced by 1,397

million, dollars, ..-,-. ' . -

Figures for 12 other developing countries in Africa show that the balance
on goods and services, which was -.707 million dollars in 1970, worsened to
-2,297 million ;:~i 1974 anri the v&vy hi^h figure of -5,479 million in 1975.
The latter deficit was':caverod by private and official transfers (ifl, 649
millio:i), capital inflows ~(lu?827 million) and by monetary authority transac
tions of 32,027 million; Some part of the monetary authority figure was

from running down external reserves.

A general examination of the trade sector of developing African economies
suggests that in the period to I98O there may be a modest increase m the inflow
of aid and capital, some growth in export volumes, and a continued need for
increase!imports. However, there will be different growth rates for the
different groups of countries. The oil-exporting countries seem likely to ■
record lower growth, rates for exports on average but higher growth ratesfor
imports. Other North African countries are in a particularly bright position
because of better prospects for large aid inflows. For many other non-oil-
exporting developing countries the potential is less bright and a substantial
number of countries may be able to record only very moderate growth rates for
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exports and Imports.-.■•■ If this prospect materializes, it will put serious con

straints on the-growth prospects of non-oil-exporting developing countries.

C» Policies in the field of international-'-'Er'ade and payments

The recovery in economic activity in the OECD countries noted'above

alleviates the short-term problems of developing countries which, arose from

the world recession within the existing structure of international relationships.

It does not, however, obviate the need for fundamental and fair changes in

this structure, a call by the developing countries which is being debated

under the umbrella of the new international economic order. In 1976, the

momentum of this debate was maintained. '-Although much remains t be done

to translate the prevailing spirit of dialogue into substantive progress, a

number of practical steps have been taken.

A number of important reforms of the international monetary system were

achieved, at.Kingston, Jamaica, during the fifth meeting o± 'the Interim Committee

on the International Monetary System held from 7 to 18 January 1976. The new

agreements reached made the.Fund's holdings of each member's currency usable

in.its operations and transactions. The role of geld in the monetary system

will now be reduced and the SDR will become the principal asse.t\ A new system

of exchange rate arrangements will come into force under which floating will

be legalized, exchange rate: stability will be related to underlying economic

and financial stability, and IMF will .supervise exchange rate policies within

the framework of specific principles,' , ■

JCfuring';. l'97'S, however, the main--focus of international discussion occurred

at the-fourth session of" UNCTAD-held at Nairobi, Kenya in May 1976. The • -.
position of the developing countries on issues taken up at Nairobi had been

worked out previously; in the Manila Charter of the Group of 77 which was
adopted by Hi developing countries in February '1976. - This Charter embodied .

the developing countries' proposals for the whole range of issues being

debated within the.context of the new international economic order.- Many of

these are reviewed below.
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Opmiuodities and trade .with .developed market economy countries

Measures envisaged in the International Development Strategy for the
Second United Nations Development Decade consisted of:(i) the reduVtion of
trade barriers which affect the exports of primary and pro:ces;sed: bommpdities
from developing countries; and (.ii) the negotiation of i^terriatiorial'airee.ments
-n an effort %o reduce market instability and bring about prices remunerative
.to producers and equitable 'to' consumers.- These commodity measure'siikve "not '
been actively and fully implemented. Indeed, very little has been adhieyed.. ;
Many of the raw and processed commodities which face tariff barriers'in '' "
industrialized countries are still excluded from the Generalized Sysiettf oV'
Preferences GSP). Furthermore, intergovernmental consultations'on commodities
convened under the-auspices'of UNCm mostly failed to make specific recom
mendations .to Governments on procedures for trade liberalisation. ' ,"^.

/f th?: maJ°r ^t:L?ns ±n this £ie.l-d in .197.6 was the. adoption by .< "' "
f. respluti=on,.93.(l-V) on. an. Integrated Programme for Commodities,' ' .
as "a programme of ffltftwO. action, to improve marke-t structures .in-- ■

international trade in commodities of interest to developing'countries, and ■
whicj;,wi.ll be.consis.tent.pf all countries ..:. and-.assure a compreJie.nsive view
0*W. various..-elements .involved, while respectingi^he-charaateristics of ■—
individual, commodities".. This included decisions, concerning'the.: common fund'
lor.vthe.f^anomg of international commodity stocks, co-^rdinatod ,na-±ionKL -■
policies on stocks, negotiated price ranges,; supply, management, improvement-

,-o.f-marked..access and- compensatory financing facilities "to sta-biiize; the export
earm-ngs.of. developing, countries. There was some disagreement," however, • -. /.:
betw^n developed and de-loping countries on the procedure^and timetable' " "■
■?or.the.implementation of the resolution, which gave the--impression that".--- ':
the principle, of the establishment of the common-fund^is Mill not settled.K ■:

Under.the rubric of the new international economic order, African - - ■
countries must follow up those decisions which were reached in this field
so that developed countries do not renegue.pn commitments made and they..
should actively pursue those components of a fully integrated programmV'on '
which.little progress has yet been made.

■.-.' -■:•".■- \..;l.
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Expansion and, diversification of exports, of manufactures and semi
manufactures- .. -

. The International .Development Strategy envisaged a series of measures'1
aimed at expanding and diversifying the. exports of manufactured and. semi--"

manufactured goods from developing countries,. The focus of attention has. been

on the action to be taken by developed countries withrespect to improving '-":
market access for the manufactured experts of developing countries.: This";action

has to be supported by appropriate assistance measures, the curtailment of °'

tariff and non-tariff barriers, and greater use of trade promotion measure's' by
developing countries. . ■ .■■.■■'"'■. ■■■ '

■ - ^ However, little progress has been1made in aohieving the desired'objectives.
With-respect to market access, ■_ considerable improvements are needed in^the- '
existing sohemes of generalized preferencesj■especially as regards product

coverage, the degree of tariff preference granted, the level of "ceilings", and

the size of preferential tariff quotas. Efforts also need to be. made concerning
the establishment of a more effective multilateral safeguard system in order, to
ensure against regress in trade liberalization, . " . ....

• A viable strategy of industrialization should aim at meeting domestic-

Deeds as- well as providing the required dynamism in exports. ; Such "a strategy
should integrate a variety of supporting policies including appropriate . "

exchange.rates, as well as: measures to neutralize existing disincentives to,

export, to .eliminate, restrictive practices affecting exports ar.d to encourage',

Jhe, establishment of domestically-owned enterprises in the manufacturing sector

in. order .to reduce the market .power of the transnational corporations... Such a
reorientation of industrialization strategies needs to be complemented by.
reductions in existing obstacles to international trade. Changes in" the import
policies of developed market economy and .Socialist countries will be needed.to
facilitate a considerable expansion in their imports of manufactures from
developing countries- '■ ■ ■

(iii) Trade with the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe • ■ ■

The size and pattern of trade benveen African countries and the Socialist
countries of Eastern Europe in the 1970s is still limited in terms of both

commodities and countries. However, Socialist countries' exports and imports

to and from all developing countries in the first four years of the 1970s rose

in value by 21.9. per cent and 24.5 per cent per annum respectively. This

expansion in the value of trade was mainly due to price increases and to the

implementation of intergovernmental agreements on economic co-operation.

It is expected that the evolution of relations between the Socialist
oountries of Eastern Europe and developing countries would help to resolve some

of the development problems in the latter countries. The Socialist oountries

can make a significant contribution by their efforts to strengthen and

stabilize commodity markets in measures to increase the exports to and from-

developing oountries and in the field of the transfer of capital resources and
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technology. The Socialist countries could also make positive contributions in

respect of the present needs of developing countries in two specific areas:

the relief' of the "debt- problem of thef;developing countries and th'e large

payments deficits which the developing countries are:now experiencing.-;" * '•'••"

(iv)""' Invisibles', including .shippi'nq';Tandl.insurance. ■ ■ . ■ :, ■ . = ■-.'.-■*.

:. fOKe'"fundamental diffl^u^iea,. facing developing' co-.mtries. in expanding^ ■
their .&pmdjefoial ,6oean shipping'.'"fl^-i3 remain, the t,e.rms and .conditions .under .... ,
which1: ■international financing 'is available and the continuous inoreas.e ..in ... .-

ship prices. Resolution 2l(v) of the tfNCTAD Committee on Shipping urged
developed countries and international financial institutions to oonsider

granting financial and technical.assistance to .developing countries in order to

help these countries to achieve greater'"participation'"^ world shipping. This

could be realised through tho establishment and expansion of efficient.merchant

marines .!&nd Of viable joint ventures in shipping between developing and .

developed bbuntries on the one hand and among developing countries themselves ..

on tlfe^otiieri ■' There is still, however; a need for greater economic oo-operation:

in merchant shipping among. African countries themselves and for greater _ \

harmonization of their shipping policies. ' '■'.'. ■ - - ■ • -: -";

(v) ; -Economic, cor-operation and regional integration . . " . - :

S.ome:-.:Bconpmic groupings have made progress in overcoming the*problems-■"'•'■•■

and obstacles-, which have hindered a more rapid advance' towards economic co- ■■ ;

operation and regional integration. Several economic groupings in Africa have-

achieved free trade, but have failed to make progress in other areas such as

the integration of industri.es*. In some cases old barriers have been're—imposed

or new ones erected.: In the majority of cases> action has—frequently been : :

retarded by the need to;secure political commitments from all members1 of a

grouping. - ■ ■■ - • . . . '" ■■' ■•

■. ... .Deve-lc^ping countries at. the national? subregional, regional ;and -.m *■'■■'•'

interregional levels should themselves make greater, efforts-,to. strengthen

economic oo-operation and regional, integration. . Country policies, for. economic

co-operation should aim at increasing intra-African trade and investments and

enable, each country- toviraplement national objectives.-in collaboration with

9-ther countries d Since the general framework, for .economic co-operation stems-

from the political will, individual African Governments-will need to make

deliberate and continuous efforts to cultivate sound political relations.with '

other African .countries .in .order to ensure, long-term stability in the ."

implementation "of. a'programme -for-economic oo-operation;; . "' ■ ■ ■

According Uo the Manila Declaration on Eooiioinic Co-operation among ■

developing countries, the development of self-sufficiency in food, the .

establishment.of African, multinational enterprises.in'key industries,-marketing

and^transpprtatipn and the .development ■and-jtranefer-of technology should have

first,.-second and .third .priority. .. .The,four,th.;priorityarea has been aooorded .

to-the development ?f-transport and^telecommunication facilities.among African'

countries.-. . -.;-.■ .■ . ■_• .. ■. ■. ..- ■ .•■■••'-.&'>■; :-..'..-' ' -:.:.>• ''''■■ ■ .•"
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Developed countries .and international organizations-should increase"
their assistance to the African countries in order.to help, them -in-the ■ ..-

implementation of the ^Manila Declaration, The assistance required could take

the following forms: (a) aid in securing technical and financial assistance,
from., developing countries; (b) assistance to African countries'in-the ---
initiation of appropriate measures for collective- actioiij (c) development-of

regional' economic policies and institutional frameworks; and (d) design and
development of the multinational projects from, priority proposals agreed upon'
"by African oountries., '''■/' ■ . ■:

1-'1 Legist dgvelbpsd land-locked ao^ island'countries' - "' " '"■ ij

"'■"' As a whole, the, least developed countries, progressed less rapidly
than o the r .African -countries in the"l97O-1975 period. Their rate of growth.'.1
*?.. .®s'tinated at 3.3. per cent per annum, (less than 1 per cent on; a per capita '"
basis), while other African countries grew orvthe average at 5 per cent per
annum during the same 1970-1975 period. However performance-was not uniform. ;, ' '
and three countries achieved remarkable results: Botswana, partly because of " "
its newly-exploited mineral deposits, and the Sudan and Malawi because of their
new agricultural policies. The disappointing performance of1 least developed ■'"■■
countries as a whole has been partly determined.by the drought which hit the

Sahelian region .and .the Horn of Africa in 1972-1974. .Since 1974,'with the
returnof nl ifll h

g Arica in 19721974 974,it the

return-of normal rainfall the situation has .,improved significantly in the •
.Sahel !

. t

■■ ; ■ ■■:■*.;:;:. Aid' to the least developed, land-l«rSced and. island countries has

significantly, .improved,, even though some of the improvement is due to food , -: -"
aid during., the 1972-1974 drought. According' to OECD figures,, aid to' all least - :
developed countries, including those outside Africa, represented 5.5 per. cent ■-.\
■of their-GDP For African least developed,countries, aid from DAC countries
increased by .26.5. per cent during. 1971-1975.- Technical aid from DAC countries
jjxcreased.even more by 79.5. per cent for- the least-developed countries.in *v .•.:
Africa; against 49 per cent for African developing countries as-a whole. ' ( ■•- =

;As the fourth session of UNCTAD has-shown, many issues concerning the T-

--loas-fc;developed-, land-locked and island countries are unsolved. These countries1,
supported by most of other developing nations,'.have asked, in the Manila

.Declaration that aid. to them be expanded, and extended "• to : cover issues like the.'
external, debts, "budgetary assistance, the .costs of feasibility studies for . "- ''■
projects, etc. Some progress was made at .Kairobi, where developed nations -
pledged further efforts in favour of least developed, land-locked and island
countries', but more questions remain as yet unsettled. ■ ".

- / -Prospects for,.the least developed countries are not'bright in the
immediate -future. Progress is likely to proceed at.a slow pace in most of them'^
since.they.have a low growth capability. But in the longer term, with enhanced'
aid from abroad and appropriate policies at home, they .could develop and overcome
their present problems- In this respect, efforts to modernize agriculture will1*-
play a key role.
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D, Major policy conclusions

So far in the 1970s1) the trends in both the economic and social sectors •

indicate,, that" the' performance of most African countries has "been substantially lower

than the'targets set in the International Development Strategy for the Second United

Nations'Development'p^cade. During the.period 1970-1975, the growth rate in. GDP

averaged 6.6 per cent'yearly in oil-exporting countries and 3.6 per cent yearly in

non-oil-producing countries, giving an over-all growth rate of 4.6 per.cent.yearly

for Africa 'as., a] whole,. ..La. the least developed and land-locked countries,,.the

growth$£& inGD^'veraged ol 33 t l I t f it
] . p e,.

growth$£& /in.GD^'averaged, only 3.3 per cent yearly. In terms of per capita
growttr'Ta'teE, the situation, is even more unsatisfactory in view of the,rrapid

increase in population which is estimated at 2,7 per cent: per annum for the

continent. The overfall per capita growth achieved by Africa was 1.9i-per cent.

While per capita income increased by about 4 per cent, yearly in oi ^.exporting

countries, it rose by barely 1 per cent in the non-oil-producing developing,

countries and by a mere 0.6 per cent yearly in the 18 least developed African

countries.. This poor performance caused in part by a number of hopefully

temporary factorg such ae the drought in the Sahel zone and the recession in the

-industrialized countries which began in 1974.

According to the projections included in this Survey, the prospects .for the

rest of the Decade are not much better. GDP in real terms is projected,to

accelerate marginally to 5 per cent yearly for .Africa as a whole; 7.5 per cent

yearly (for oil-exporting countries; 4.4 per cent for non-oil-producing-- countries;

and-3,3 per cent yearly for the 18 least-developed countries of Africa.-V.I/i^h the
growth rate in population projected to continue.-at 2.7 per cent :yoarly-, ;thq-rper . -

capita growth rate will be .2.3 per cent yearly in real terms for Africa as a-:-whole,.

alaouf 5.0 per cent for the oil-exporting developing countries, 1.7 per cent for ;

non-oil producing countries and a mere 0.7 per cent for the least developed ■ ,-. ■

countries. Agricultural production, which contributes about 28 per cent to GDP

in Africa and sustains about 80 per cent of total population and labour force,

is projected to grow annually at about 2,5 per cent to 1980, which is lees than

the projected rate of population growth and increase in per capita.- income. This

points to the likelihood of larger food deficits which, unlecc .me;t by larger

imports, will lead to increased malnutrition; industrial production, which

contributes about 32 per cent to GDP is expected to increase by 7.3 per cent,

and the cervices sector, which contributes about AO per cent to GDP, by /1.9 per

cent. " ■

In addition, the perspective studies in this Survey indicate that many. African

countries face the prospects of widening deficits.in their balance of payments; .

accelerated treasury deficits and inflation; a higher capital-output ratio; -

increased public expenditure particularly in the social sector; higher wages and

salaries and subsidies for foodstuffs and. other eseential commodities consumed by

lower-income groups. There is a tendency for the distribution of income to become

mote skewed, if simply because at lower growth rates of GDP, greater equality in

income distribution is more difficult to achieve. In addition, projections

prepared by the II£ show that the problem of unemployment and underemployment is

likely to become aggravated. It is estimated,that only some 18.1 million of the

estimated increase of 32.9 million people in the labour force are likely to find

additional remunerative employment. The ..growing problem of unemployment and

underemployment will certainly be a preponderant factor contributing to a ceriouc

deterioration in income distribution and to abject mass poverty among the population.
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There is.an urgent need for extensive and productive public works programmes,

especially°iri rural"areae, to help to boost-up employment' increase agricultural

productions-arid; stave off increasing food deficits which are* likely to be substantial

inHhis light of international market conditions'for food. ..However, budgetary' : .

constraints will seriously limit the execution of such programmes.. _■•_' . . ■

'■.'-' "As'.'the high rate of inflation continues in much of Africa to...puQh'upi prices•■■

and costs!further, particularly fixed capital formation, investment.will tend ■ '

to stagnate, or decline in real terms. Such an outcome, will have an unfavourable

impact on'future growth in GDP and employment. If in addition subsidization of■

food imports is to be continued tc maintain the .standard of living of the poor

masses, a still greater pressure is created on public finance with.the implication

of a serious further erosion of public savings and foreign exchange required'to

finance development projects. '' " ' \'.'■■

The serious problem of disequilibrium in the balance of payments which, has .

emerged'in many African countries in the more recent years is likely to be ■ " -.::, ■

accentuated at least up to I98O. Because of the■ increased costs of imports, the

development efforts of developing African countries will be seriously disrupted.

Shortages of imported raw materials and' other inputs will pose a serious constraint

on agricultural and industrial activities.1 ' . _ ,

* Further, with lower growth rates being projected for many African countries,

the expenditure for social'development, i-s likely to be constrained-.-along with

other capital expenditures. Social and community programmes will become ■

increasingly more 'difficult to finance.- The lack of; social services arid, facilities,

along with the spectre of mounting"unemployment and-ainderemployment, would lead '.

to further social tension. ' '"' . •.. . ••■. . : . . -. . - ■■■;■■ . .'.

The solution to such cccnomio and cocial; problems-lies principally in the.

establishment of a new domestic economic order. This would require a set of sound ,

monetary arid development, policies which arc destined to increase efficiency in

resource use and allocation. . Given the small population of most African-{countries,

regional co-opcratibn is equally necessary, African countries must pool.together

their scarce resources for finding solutions to their common problems and to foster

an increase* in intraregiona! trade in a world where the volume of international . ■

trade is likely to grow at a lower rate than in the past. If the developing countries-

are to protect themselves against the adverse effect of upswings and downswings in

the economic activities of the developed countries, they must introduce appropriate

national and regional policy instruments and institutions for the benefit of their '

own economicr'and social' advancement.

- 'National and regional efforts are necessary but not sufficient, taking into

account the magnitude of the problem which faces most developing countries in the

economic and social fields.. They should be supplemented by action at the inter

national level. In this respect, the new international economic order has many ,-

commendable'features and; adequate machinery must be established for its implementation.

It is certainly, designed to bring additional resources to' the developing countries.

Through.marketing-arrangements,-.it would., also, provide a system for stabilizing

export earnings, around equitable--and fair long-run /trends.,' thus contributing : ■

substantially to avoiding, disrxiptions in. the. implementation of development'plans;

■ " ' . ■ . ■ ■. \'J"-.•-.•.• 6:V ■ ■- ■,>■■■■ ■.'■■'■.'■ • . - ■ ■
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However, it is necessary as a prerequisite to ensure that the additional

resources to be generated by the new international economic order are efficiently

used at the national level. Appropriate policies must be adopted regarding their

utilization for development purposes, particularly for the eradication of masr;

poverty. The latter objective, if it is to be achieved, will certainly require

considerably more roEOurcec to be invented in the rural areas and in agriculture.

The potential in agricultural development is important in Africa considering that

the land/man ratio is the highest of all continents.

While the now international economic order ic being progressively implemented,

there is also a need for constant surveillance of itp impact on resource allocation

at the national level. The comparative profitability of one product over another

muEt be kept in view to assure that the production of basic consumer goods needed

for macs consumption is not disrupted and when necessary, proper price incentives

should be given to increase domestic production in all productive sectors of the

economies, particularly where the supply response to prices is substantial.
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